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A bit about us...
Imperial has over 50 years of experience
and reputation in the homewares industry.
we pride ourselves on our in house design
innovation, high levels of product availability
and excellence in customer service.
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the eaziglide Neverstick3 Professional Bi-Ply collection features our incredible Neverstick3
non-stick coating, which is our best performing non-stick ever. we then paired this with
a dual metal construction consisting of a heavy gauge stainless steel exterior for intense
durability and a layer of our toughened aluminium for brilliant heat distribution.

expertly crafted
for culinary professionals

dual metal construction
for superior performance

BI-PLY
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including non-stick

why Neverstick?
the most common problem with non-stick coatings is that “they peel and flake off” or “they wear out
too quickly”. to solve this problem our team set out to create a new toughening system for our most
revolutionary range of innovative cookware.

titanium
reinforced
coatings

top layer non-stick
mid layer non-stick
primer

Neverstick3 toughening process
aluminium interior
induction ready stainless steel exterior
we’ve put eaziglide Neverstick3 through a vigorous series of tests, from industry standard tests to consumer
field tests and the results are simply staggering. not only does the non-stick last much longer than
conventional non-stick systems, it features incredible food release, so washing up is a doddle, and a truly
amazing cooking surface that allows you to cook using no oil or butter.
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the specification

• Neverstick3® coating
• stainless steel and aluminium body
• riveted cast stainless steel stay cool handle
• oven safe including glass lids up to 260°C

our packaging is specifically designed
to look professional and stand out on
the shelves.
the distinctive shapes and easy
communication system screams
about our revolutionary non-stick from
the first glance.
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including non-stick
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the collection
current collection
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1601 - 16cm saucepan

1602 - 18cm saucepan

1603 - 20cm saucepan

1604 - 20cm frying pan

1605 - 24cm frying pan

1606 - 28cm frying pan
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the collection
current collection

1607 - 30cm frying pan

1610 - 28cm wok
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1608 - 24cm casserole

1609 - 28cm shallow casserole

1615 - 3 piece saucepan set
(16cm, 18cm & 20cm)
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eaziglide.com

introducing the first ever collection to feature

crafted from aviation grade anodised aluminium for intense durability, this collection is the
strongest collection of non-stick cookware we’ve ever made.
the collection is electrochemically hardened and features our new incredible Neverstick3
non-stick coating, this results in an even more durable pan which has a significantly longer
lifespan that can be twice as strong as stainless steel.
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including non-stick

why Neverstick?
the most common problem with non-stick coatings is that “they peel and flake off” or “they wear out
too quickly”. to solve this problem our team set out to create a new toughening system for our most
revolutionary range of innovative cookware.

titanium
reinforced
coatings

top layer non-stick
mid layer non-stick
primer

Neverstick3 toughening process
hard anodised exterior
aluminium pan
stainless steel core base plate
we’ve put eaziglide Neverstick3 through a vigorous series of tests, from industry standard tests to consumer
field tests and the results are simply staggering. not only does the non-stick last much longer than
conventional non-stick systems, it features incredible food release, so washing up is a doddle, and a truly
amazing cooking surface that allows you to cook using no oil or butter.
the Neverstick3 coating outshines ceramic coatings by a country mile whilst still retaining the main selling
points for ceramic coatings; a beautiful, healthy, PFOA free non-stick cooking surface.
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core base plate
TM

the stainless steel plate is impact bonded to the
pan body using a 2,500 tonne friction press.
this results in super quick and even heat distribution
to ensure the best cooking surface.
it also uses less energy to get to an optimum
cooking temperature.
best of all it works on any cooker, from the
conventional gas, to the modern induction cooker.
the stainless steel base means that 100% of the
base is in contact with induction cookers taking full
advantage of the magnetic properties, allowing for
superior heat conductivity.
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6

the collection
current collection
in stock now
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0901 - 16cm milk pan

0902 - 16cm saucepan

0903 - 18cm saucepan

0904 - 20cm saucepan

0905 - 20cm frying pan

0906 - 24cm frying pan

0908 - 28cm frying pan

0909 - 30cm frying pan
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the collection
current collection
in stock now
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0911 - 24cm casserole

0913 - 28cm shallow casserole

0914 - 28cm grill pan

0916 - 28cm wok

0918 - 3 piece saucepan set
(16cm, 18cm & 20cm)

0919 - large roaster

the specification
• Neverstick3® coating

• riveted cast stainless steel stay cool handle

• hard anodised aluminium body

• oven safe including glass lids up to 260°C

• stainless steel core base plate induction base

including non-stick
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the packaging
including non-stick

24cm hard anodised
aluminium frying pan

our design
our packaging is specifically designed
to look professional and stand out on
the shelves.

hard anodising process
gives superior durability
expertly crafted
for culinary professionals

type a

the distinctive shapes and easy
communication system screams
about our revolutionary non-stick from
the first glance.

type b
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the reviews
eaziglide® Neverstick3 Collection
Ratings & Reviews
JustThePhotoBooth

excellent casserole

Age: N/A

02 January 2018

Location: Yorkshire

24cm Deep Casserole

Used for a few weeks on an induction hob and love it. Totally non stick , nice and heavy with
chunky glass lids. Love it
Susie68

Why did I wait to buy it?

Age: 55-64

14 November 2017

Location: Devon

28cm Shallow Casserole

I have been looking at this casserole for quite some time. I have been pleased with the
frying pan in the range but considered the casserole a bit pricy. It is worth every penny. It
works well on the induction hob and in the oven. It is so versatile - cottage pie, lasagne,
all-in-one meals, puddings, anything just about. The non-stick really is non-stick. A bonus is
that the lid fits the frying pan too.
Jim2000

Great Set of Pans

Age: 45-54

02 January 2018

Location: Devon

3pc Saucepan Set

Have used these several times now. They aren’t too heavy and work really well on a halogen
hob. They boil right across the bottom of the pan without any hot spots. The lid handle can
get hot in use. The two sets of drain holes really useful. I found that they boil / simmer evenly
without burning / sticking and simmer on a much lower heat setting. Wish I had splashed out
on these years ago. They feel like they will last years
12

A small selection of reviews from the John Lewis website.

the reviews
eaziglide® Neverstick3 Collection
Ratings & Reviews
Dodger55

Great wok

Age: 55-64

05 Decemeber 2017

Location: London

28cm Open Wok

A really nice and good quality wok, been used a few times now and always cooks food well ,
and non stick , cleans up well, would not think twice in buying this range again
nicktick

well impressed

Age: 35-44

20 Decemeber 2017

Location: Solihull

Individual Saucepan

Only had this a couple of weeks, but it’s really impressive. Solid construction (perhaps a little
on the heavy side), but feels like it’ll last forever. Non-stick is impressive, and doesn’t at all feel
like the usual stuff which has that flakey feel to it. Will definitely be filling out our kitchen with
others in this range in future.
Tao67

Fantastic frying pan

Age: 45-54

20 December 2017

Location: Wales

Open Frying Pan

We bought this as a Christmas present for ourselves when shopping recently. My husband
really enjoys using it. It’s a really good quality pan and he achieves great results with it.
Would highly recommend it.
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A small selection of reviews from the John Lewis website.
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introducing the first ever collection to feature

for over 50 years non-stick cookware has been virtually unchanged.
Neverstick2® is the latest in non-stick technologies and is the most radical
innovation in non-stick cookware.

3

including non-stick

why Neverstick?
the most common problem with non-stick coatings is that “they peel and flake off” or “they wear out
too quickly”. to solve this problem our team set out to create a new toughening system for our most
revolutionary range of innovative cookware.
top layer non-stick
mid layer non-stick
primer coating

new toughening process
aluminium pan
stainless steel core base plate

we’ve put eaziglide through a vigorous series of tests, from industry standard tests to consumer field tests
and the results are simply staggering. not only does the non-stick last much longer than conventional
non-stick systems, it features incredible food release, so washing up is a doddle, and a truly amazing
cooking surface that allows you to cook using no oil or butter.
the Neverstick coating outshines ceramic coatings by a country mile whilst still retaining the main selling
points for ceramic coatings; a beautiful, healthy, PFOA free non-stick cooking surface.
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core base plate
TM

the stainless steel plate is impact bonded to the
pan body using a 2,500 tonne friction press.
this results in super quick and even heat distribution
to ensure the best cooking surface.
it also uses less energy to get to an optimum
cooking temperature.
best of all it works on any cooker, from the
conventional gas, to the modern induction cooker.
the edge to edge stainless steel base means
that 100% of the base is in contact with induction
cookers taking full advantage of the magnetic
properties, allowing for superior heat conductivity.
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the collection
current collection
in stock now

1034
20cm frying pan

6

1035
24cm frying pan

1037
28cm frying pan

1038
30cm frying pan

the collection
current collection
in stock now

1030 - 16cm milk pan (no lid)

1040 - 24cm casserole

7

1057 - 16cm, 18cm & 20cm
saucepan set

1056 - 28cm shallow casserole

1059 - 25cm x 34.5cm roaster

1054 - 30cm oval
casserole
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the collection
current collection
in stock now
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1053 - 28cm open wok

1039 - 3 tier steamer

1060 - 38cm felt pan protector
set of 3

1058 - 25cm pancake pan

1048 - 28cm grill pan

1049 - 12.5cm mini pan
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the collection
current collection
in stock now
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1031 - 16cm saucepan

1032 - 18cm saucepan

1045 - 24cm glass lid

1046 - 28cm glass lid

1033 - 20cm saucepan

1047 - 30cm glass lid
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the bakeware collection
current collection
in stock now

1501 - 31cm baking tray

1503 - 20cm round cake tin
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1502 - 37cm baking tray

1504 - 23cm round cake tin

1505 - 2lb loaf tin

the collection updates
in stock soon

32cm shallow casserole

26cm deep pie dish
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2 piece 8cm ramekin set

32cm wok

16cm saucepot

the specification
• Neverstick2® coating

• riveted cast stainless steel stay cool handle

• toughened aluminium body

• oven safe including glass lids up to 260°C

• full stainless steel ‘core base plate’ induction base

• eazipour® pouring system

including non-stick
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the packaging

our design
our packaging is specifically designed
to stand out on the shelves.

type a

the deep purple and easy
communication system screams
about our revolutionary non-stick from
the first glance.

type b
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the reviews
eaziglide® Original Open Frying Pan
Ratings & Reviews
Mark93

Perfect Pan

Age: 45-54

25 January 2017

Location: East Yorkshire

We already own the saucepan set and the low casserole pan so buying this frying pan was
a simple decision to make. I have used plenty of non stick pans previously but never any as
perfect as these pans before.
LindaGF

Truly non-stick

Age: 55-64

24 January 2017

Location: Essex

This is the first truly non-stick pan I have ever had. I have had plenty before that claimed to be
non- stick, but they all lost their “slide” after a couple of months. This one is still perfect !
Bekki

Great Product

Age: 25-34

17 January 2017

Location: N/A

This is a really good pan. Washing up is a dream with it and you dont need to use oil
Parulisd

Excellent Frying Pan

Age: Over65

03 January 2017

Location: Stoke Mandeville

Absolutely love this frying pan. The best one I have ever bought.
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A small selection of reviews from the John Lewis website.

the reviews
eaziglide® Collection
Ratings & Reviews
Llyynnddaa

The best

Age: 45-54

05 Decemeber 2017

Location: UK

24cm Deep Casserole

Last pan to make up the full set; the rest we’ve had for years and they they have washed and
lasted better than any other we have purchased.
Also not too heavy which is a bonus

Matcrazy

Super pan

Age: 55-64

10 January 2018

Location: Rodborough

28cm Shallow Casserole

Love this pan. Light but strong. Non stick, food glides around the pan in minimum amount
of olive oil, Eazglide just like the name. Strong glass lid with metal rim, easy to see food
cooking. No need to soak or put in the dishwasher, just pop it in the washing up bowl and
voila its clean. Shall be treating myself to more eaziglide pans.
Boony1960

Impressed

Age: 55-64

02 January 2018

Location: London

3pc Saucepan Set

Was very impressed by these saucepans, bought for my parents for Xmas. Have another set
on order for myself.
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A small selection of reviews from the John Lewis website.

the reviews
eaziglide® Collection
Ratings & Reviews
Una50

Best Wok I’ve Used.

Age: 45-54

21 November 2017

Location: Farnham

28cm Open Wok

I am very happy with the way this innovative wok cooks - stir fries with sticky sugary sauce
added at end of cooking clean up SO easily. It is also very light to hold and carry. Yes, it is
expensive to buy initially, but then none of my previous woks have lasted very long so have to
factor in the cost of repeated replacement woks and negative effect on landfill. Love it!
libchris

nice solid product

Age: N/A

20 Decemeber 2017

Location: N/A

16cm Milk Pan

This pan feels as if it is going to last. The bobbly surface seemed a bit strange at first but it is
easy to keep clean and pours well.

Sniper 9950

Best non-stick ever?

Age: 55-64

16 January 2018

Location: N/A

Roaster

Roasted the Christmas goose in this and it wiped clean with a cloth and soapy water. This
could possibly be the best non-stick finish I’ve ever tried.
I have since bought the frying pan and milk pan with the same results. Excellent!
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A small selection of reviews from the John Lewis website.
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including non-stick
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the special buy collection

1237 - 4 piece cookware set
(16cm milk pan, 18cm & 20cm
saucepans & 26cm frying pan)

1240 - 28cm grill pan

23

1238 - 20cm & 24cm
frying pan set

1241 - 28cm shallow casserole

1243 - 16cm, 18cm & 20cm
silver saucepan set

1239 - 28 cm wok

1242 - large roaster
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Scoville.me

Scoville is all about the absolute hottest innovations in homewares and with Scoville Pro
we’ve upgraded everything from the original collection to make sure we’re ahead of the
game at every stage.
As you would expect, Scoville Pro is made from heavy gauge high quality aluminium and
we’ve added an extra thick base to ensure better heat retention and ultimate durability.
Scoville Pro is available in our very own Anode Grey exterior and features a riveted stay
cool stainless steel handle which is oven safe.

Thick
Gauge

3

Energy
Saving

Heavy Duty Base
Advanced Heat Distribution

Oven
Safe

Increased
Durability

Neverstick+
Introducing the first ever collection to feature

Neverstick+ is the latest innovation in our Neverstick line-up boasting better
resistance to wear and tear and increased Neverstick release properties whilst
remaining a massive 5 times stronger than other non-sticks.

5. Superior Release
Non-Stick Layer

5 Layer

4

4. Bonding Layer
3. New Toughening
Process
2. Thick Gauge
Forged Aluminium
1. Induction Base Plate
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The Collection

1401 - 24cm Frying Pan

1402 - 28cm Frying Pan

1403 - 30cm Frying Pan
6

The Collection

1405 - 4 +1 Piece Cookware Set (16cm Milk Pan, 18cm &
20cm Saucepans, 24cm Frying Pan & Free 20cm Frying Pan)

7

1404 - 28cm Grill Pan

1406 - 24cm Casserole

1407 - 28cm Wok

1408 - 28cm Shallow Casserole

The Specification

8

• Neverstick+® coating

• Extra thick induction base

• Heavy gauge toughened aluminium body

• Oven safe tempered glass lids

• Riveted stay cool stainless steel handle

• Exclusive Pro exterior finishes

The Packaging

Our Design
Our packaging is specifically designed to stand out
on the shelves.
The bright orange and easy communication system
screams about our revolutionary non-stick from the
first glance.
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The Reviews
Scoville Pro® Collection
Ratings & Reviews
4+1 Piece Saucepan Set

04 July 2018

binned

Fabulous pan set
Bought these pans at sale price.They are brilliant non stick pans that look very
expensive Would have paid full price.Don’t hesitate to buy.

24cm Frying Pan

14 August 2018

housewife29

Great pan
This is by far the best pan I have ever bought. The non stick coating works
brilliantly and it is a doddle to wash. only downside is the handle can get a bit
hot, nevertheless it deserves 5*!

24cm Frying Pan

03 May 2018

Debs

Excellent purchase
I have been using this frying pan for over 2 weeks and am very pleased with my
purchase. Nothing has stuck to the surface, which is like nothing I have used
before, as it is quite rough to the touch, but it seems to work!

28cm Grill Pan

01 July 2018

rookie

Really Great Value
I am very pleased with the quality and value of the whole range
10

A small selection of reviews from the Asda website

The Reviews
Scoville® Pro 4+1 Piece Cookware Set
Ratings & Reviews
09 May 2018

stefk

Fantastic
I already had the frying pan and just couldn’t resist the pan set, super easy to
clean as nothing sticks. Lovely to look at and very well made
01 May 2018

abt1

Good value and have not
experienced any thing wrong
Bought the set but have not used anything other than the small frying pan. Set
was on discount and good value. Frying pan is great and it’s non stick is working
as expected. Good even heat distribution on my induction cooker.
30 April 2018

TehJumpingJawa

Lives up to its name,
and at an excellent price
I’ve tried Teflon pans, I’ve tried seasoned carbon steel pans, I’ve tried ceramic
pans. None can compete with the performance of Neverstick.
Cooking can be done with practically no oil, and cleaning is little more than a
wipe with a soapy sponge.
Can’t yet comment on the life span, but so far they’re the best pans I’ve ever
had!
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A small selection of reviews from the Asda website
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Introducing the first ever collection to feature

For over 50 years non-stick cookware has been virtually unchanged.
Neverstick® is the latest in non-stick technologies and is the most radical
innovation in non-stick cookware.

3

Why Neverstick?
The most common problem with non-stick coatings is that “they peel and flake off” or “they wear out too quickly”.
To solve this problem our team set out to create a new toughening system for our most revolutionary range of
innovative cookware.

Neverstick® is 5 times stronger than other non-sticks
We’ve put Scoville through a vigorous series of tests, from industry standard tests to consumer field tests and the results
are simply staggering. Not only does the non-stick last much longer than conventional non-stick systems, it features
incredible food release, so washing up is a doddle, and a truly amazing cooking surface that allows you to cook
using no oil or butter.
The Neverstick coating outshines ceramic coatings by a country mile whilst still retaining the main selling points for
ceramic coatings; a beautiful, healthy, PFOA free non-stick cooking surface.
4

The Base for Every Cooker
Stainless Steel
Induction Friendly Base
The stainless steel plate is impact
bonded to the pan body.
This results in super quick and even
heat distribution to ensure the best
cooking surface.
It also uses less energy to get to a
great cooking temperature.
Best of all it works on any cooker from
the conventional gas to the modern
induction cooker.

5

The Collection
Current Collection
In Store Now

1004
20cm Frying Pan

6

1005
24cm Frying Pan

1006
28cm Frying Pan

1008
30cm Frying Pan

The Collection
Current Collection
In Store Now

7

1025 - 4 +1pc Cookware Set
(16cm Milk Pan, 18cm & 20cm Saucepans,
24cm Frying Pan & Free 20cm Frying Pan)

1026 - 5pc Cookware Set
(16cm Milk Pan, 18cm & 20cm Saucepans,
26cm Frying Pan & 28cm Wok)

1028 - 3pc Saucepan Set
(16cm, 18cm & 20cm
Saucepans)

1822 - 5pc Cookware Set
(16cm Milk Pan, 18cm Saucepan,
20cm & 24cm Frying Pans & 28cm Wok)

The Collection
Current Collection
In Store Now
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1024 - 28cm Wok

1013 - 28cm Shallow Casserole

1016 - 26cm Sauté Pan

1019 - 28cm Grill Pan

1011 - 24cm Stock Pot

1023 - 24cm & 28cm
Frying Pan Set

The Collection
Updates
In Store Soon

1015 - 32cm Stock Pot

1017 - Roaster

1027 - 3 Piece
38cm Pan Protectors
9

The Special Edition Collections
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Metallic Red & Gold Collections

Silver Collection

Rose Gold & Copper Collections

28cm Frying Pan
30cm Frying Pan
28cm Grill Pan
3 Piece Saucepan Set
4+1 Piece Cookware set

24cm Frying Pan
28cm Frying Pan
30cm Frying Pan
28cm Grill Pan
3 Piece Saucepan Set
4+1 Piece Cookware set

20cm Frying Pan
24cm Frying Pan
28cm Frying Pan
30cm Frying Pan
28cm Wok
28cm Grill Pan
28cm Shallow Casserole
24cm Stock Pot
26cm Saute Pan
3 Piece Saucepan Set
4+1 Piece Cookware set

The Specification
• Neverstick® coating

• Stay cool riveted bakelite handle

• Forged aluminium body

• Stainless steel plate induction base

• Tempered glass lid
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The Reviews
Scoville® Open Frying Pan
Ratings & Reviews
02 September 2017

Brilliant buy!!!!

Ruby321 - Female
Age: 31-40

A fantastic big pan. The non stick quality is unbelievable! Only need a tiny splash
of oil to do my cooking. Looks great and easy to clean. Love this purchase!!!
25 August 2017

Best frying pan ever

Juno13 - Female
Age: 51-60

Does what it says on the tin no food ever sticks,so easy to clean and to top it off
looks very attractive
26 June 2017

Great Pans

NorahBags - Female
Age: Over 60

Bought myself one and i was impressed so much that I bought my son in law 2
sizes for his birthday and he loves them.
13 February 2017

Exactly what I’m looking for!

Homeleighuy30 - Female
Age: 51-60

I wish I could have a full set of saucepans and frying pans like this. Best I have
ever bought!
08 January 2017

Best Pan
Got all other sizes and coking well
12

A small selection of reviews

wokwok123 - Male
Age: Over 60

The Reviews
Scoville® Open Frying Pan
Ratings & Reviews
13 September 2016

Best nonstick I have tried so far. Very pleased!

ScovilleFan1 - N/A
Age: N/A

Scoville Neverstick is the best nonstick I have tried so far. It is very important
however to make sure to use it on medium heat. No need for oil or butter, it
cooks beautifully.
I have tried eggs including omelette and scramble as well as cooking sliced
mushrooms (perfectly cooked without the use of oil or butter).
I have used Scoville pans for about 10 times, I am very pleased so far and would
recommend them without hesitation.
I bought the 20cm frying pans first to try, followed by the 24cm, 30cm frying pans
as well as a set of 3 pans.
25 August 2016

best non stick yet

Irebe53 - Female
Age: 51-60

Already had the set of Scoville pots, the frying pan that came with the pots was
to small, 24cm so I ordered from George who have all the sizes, I ordered the
28cm picked it up at my local asda, easy as that, the pan is excellent quality, well
worth the money.
30 July 2016

best non stick pan on the market

smuffys - Male
Age: Over 60

very robust, strong, I would recommend this to anyone great results, non scratch,
easy clean. 10/10
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A small selection of reviews

The Reviews
Scoville® Collection
Ratings & Reviews
28cm Grill Pan

10 January 2018

Best grill pan I have ever used

Tb73 - Male
Age: Over 60

Perfect item. Does exactly what it says on the label. Would highly recommend to
anyone
26cm Sauté Pan

10 December 2017

Excellent Product

Nannie7 - Female
Age: 41-50

This is exactly what I was looking for to sauté food. I have an induction hob so
can only buy certain pans and this was perfect and cooked evenly and very well.
28cm Grill Pan

09 December 2017

Great Product

allyn01 - Female
Age: Over 60

Bought this to replace an old griddle pan. Had bought the small frying pan a
few months ago and was delighted with it. This griddle is as good of course,
beautifully non stick, pleasing to look at and large enough to cook for a family.
Use it at least 3 or 4 times a week and will gradually be replacing all my pots and
pans with this make. Highly recommend.
28cm Shallow Casserole

Excellent Product

08 November 2017

Pestoo - N/A
Age: N/A

Excellent pan cooked a curry it came out lovely and tasty and did not stick at all.
Washed with hot soapy water no scrubbing looks like new. Also bought it in the
sale worth every penny.
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A small selection of reviews

The Reviews
Scoville® Collection
Ratings & Reviews
3 Piece Saucepan Set

23 January 2018

Brilliant Buy

Lynsie13 - N/A
Age: N/A

I purchased the set of three neverstick saucepans as my non stick pans were
looking very tatty. When they arrived I was pleasantly surprised, they were very
strong and sturdy without being heavy, and they are all a very good size. I have
used the smallest to cook some scrambled eggs ( I am the worlds worse where
scrambled eggs are concerned) but the saucepan was so clean after my cooking
I couldn’t believe it. Very happy with my purchase and would recommend.
4+1 Piece Saucepan Set

21 January 2018

Very good purchase

89Sarah89 - Female
Age: 18-30

I bought these pans in the sale and since bought the 30cm frying pan and the
grill pan. Have to say what a great pan set. Very easy to clean and cooking
with no oil, nothing sticks and it’s healthier frying. Even my mother-in-law has
purchased some of the Scoville pan range. Great that they work on all types of
hobs too. Would recommend, great buy.
3 Piece Saucepan Set

Great set of saucepans

17 January 2018

Guy57 - Male
Age: 51-60

We bought a Scoville 28cm Sautee pan in the ASDA sale and loved it, saw the
set on the internet again in the sale and jumped at the chance.Best set of pans
ever
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A small selection of reviews

The Packaging

Our Design
Our packaging is specifically designed to
stand out on the shelves.
The bright green and easy communication
system screams about our revolutionary
non-stick from the first glance.
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Contact
DISTRIBUIDO POR:
PTM
T. 936928174
info@productosdetodoelmundo.com
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